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DESIGN FOR PEACE
Sadly, the world seems a very scary place
these days.
Here in Canada we watch with sadness
the events playing out in Eastern Europe,
and feel the frustration of not quite
knowing what to do or how to help.
This frustration was aptly evidenced
recently by a post from recent CAT Graphic
and Web Design graduate Nicolaos
Mackay with a post on his Linked In
account.
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“Due to recent worldwide events, I felt a
passionate need to design this graphic,”
explains Mackay.
“The trident on the coat of arms is a
symbol of strength and independence in
Ukraine.
Though I am not Ukrainian nor do I have
Ukrainian heritage, I felt passionate to
design this graphic and to show that I
stand with the people of Ukraine, and show
that their fight for independence is known
and seen here in Canada.”
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Welcome to

 get to know

This is Stacy Daley.
She works at CAT as our Receptionist and Administrative Assistant.

We asked her these questions:
What do you do here at
CAT? (1 sentence)

Welcome to Issue Eighteen of
interFace, CAT’s quarterly magazine.
This issue we spotlight all the exciting
things happening at CAT.

Administrative Assistant
and Part-time Instructor.

This issue we celebrate some new
CAT professionals heading out into
the world of industry, specifically
Audio Engineering and Production,
Digital Music Production, Professional
Filmmaking, and Network Security
Specialists. We know they are going to
do amazing things out there.

Three words that best
describe you?
Pleasant, Vivacious,
Meticulous.
What did you do last
weekend?
I went house-hunting with
my sister.

Indeed, interFACE is full of graduate
success stories. We talk to Event
Planning and Management grad who
has started her own Young Adult Book
Festival, an Animation Grad creating
a great career for herself at Yeti Farm,
and a filmmaking grad who is handing
out with superheroes - literally!

If I gave you $1000 today,
how would you use it?
I would take a trip to Salt
Spring Island (it’s on my
bucket list)
What’s your guilty
pleasure?

There is also some of the amazing
work that students have been putting
together this term, and getting some
great career advice from marketing
guru Emily Chow.

Banana split with a drizzle
of Bailey’s Irish Cream –
coconut flavor (hmmm)
DELICIOUS!!!!

Thanks to everyone who has made
this issue possible. We hope you enjoy
reading it as much as we did putting it
together for you!

Who is your favorite
colleague and why?

InterFACE Editorial Team
Why are we called interFACE?
The word interface is both a noun (a
point where two systems, subjects,
organizations, etc., meet and interact),
and a verb (interact with another system,
person, organization, etc.), that also has
techie connotations (a device or program
enabling a user to communicate with
a computer; to connect with another
computer or piece of equipment by an
interface); lastly, the magazine is the
‘internal face’ of the college.
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(Selfie by Stacy Daley)

I have enjoyed working
with everyone, but Ivan
(Sampson) takes the cake/
prize. He is like a breath
of fresh air whenever he
comes to the campus. He is
extremely pleasant, funny,
easygoing and friendly. He
always makes me laugh.
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 newsy bits

COLLABORATION IS KING
READY SET GO
Two Professional Filmmaking students
have spent the month of March on set with
a film project for Reel One Entertainment.
Connor Moldenhauer and Cameron
Morrison were hired as Grips on a twelve
day production filming in the Okanagan.
“Grips are pretty much the people that are in
charge of rigging equipment that allows the
camera to move around the set,” explains
Connor. “We are also expected to use these
rigging techniques to help the gaffers with
their lighting setups.
It’s a very inconsistent situation, as one
second you’ll be standing around for 30
minutes at a time, and then all of a sudden
my boss (or better known as the Key Grip)
is on the radio saying that he needs all this
equipment and he needs it now. So pretty
much we can go from standing there to
running within seconds.”
Reel One is well known for their production
of TV movies in the Romance, Thriller
and Christmas genres, many of which are
filmed here in the Okanagan.
“Getting the call and email a few days
ago was really exciting! I’m glad to have
an opportunity as big as this one and will
definitely not take it for granted!”

LOUDER AND PROUDER

EXTERNAL VIEW

Neil Harris, 2016 2D Animation and Digital
Art graduate has been busy working on
Disney+ series “The Proud Family: Louder
and Prouder.

Deborah Lampitt-McConnachie, Program
Manager of CAT’s Graphic and Web Design
program has been busy this term acting as
an External Examiner on the Art and Design
Foundation and Graphic Design courses
at Niagara College, in Niagara-on-the-Lake,
Ontario.

Neil is an Animation Revisionist at
WildBrain, meaning that he is responsible
for providing the final polish on shows
before they go out the door - the perfect
position for someone who loves to
problem solve and use their creativity to
improve the quality level in each scene.
Before ‘Louder’ he worked as an animator
on the ‘Peanuts’ specials, and previous
to that he worked on both ‘Mysticons’ &
‘D.N.Ace’ for YETI Farm.
Neil is an experienced Animator with a
demonstrated history of working in the
animation industry, and skilled in Toon
Boom Harmony, and Adobe Animate.
Passionate about work, and Traditional
Animation.
Check out Neil’s profile on Linked In: www.
linkedin.com/in/neil-harris

“It’s an honor to be asked to do this kind of
thing,” says Lampitt-McConnachie.
“It is also a wonderful opportunity to see
how other colleges are approaching Graphic
Design education. I always come away with
new ideas for courses and projects.”
“I was also really pleased to be working
with Carley Hodkinson, Program Chair of
‘Graphic Design for Marketing’ at Kwantlen
Polytechnic. It was a great networking
opportunity for CAT, working both with
her and the whole re-validation team at
Niagara College. It’s also great to be able to
see how our students stack up against the
competition - which is great, by the way!”

CAT AEP alumni (and current CSA) Mayze
Nogue has been busy with current CAT
EAP student (and soon to be Grad) Ayden
Cook creating a song that was released
on March 18th. The two were connected
by Student Success supremo, Randal
Typusiak.
“We quickly began to bond a friendship and
recorded a chorus and some freestyles over
an instrumental track that I had produced a
couple months prior. Nothing came from it,”
explains Mayze.
“In December of 2021 we decided to go
back to the track, the chorus was strong
and moved us in a way we both didn’t
expect. We instantly began throwing lines
back and forth and we wrote the filling
parts between.
I also have been recently collaborating
on Kylie Sharman’s photography shoots,
(a current student in the photography
program) and we asked her to do our cover
as well as a photoshoot to promote the
song.”
The track is ‘Freakk Beats - 2am ft. Ayden
Cook’ and available on all the usual
streaming services.
Connect with Mayze, Ayden and Kylie
on social media: @itsjustmayze | @
aydenc2 | @kyphts

+
+
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 newsy bits

Around Campus

THE
HONORABLE MENTION

Congratulations to AIDT students, Paige
Trofimuk, Nhat Anh Nguyen, Abby Rickert
and Nyomi Wilson, who were Pacific West
Regional Finalists receiving Honorable
Mention in the ‘IDEC Student Design
Competition’ for their solution, ‘Coastal
Estuary’.
This project challenged students from
ID programs all over North America to
re-imagine a live/work environment for a
1st Nations textile artist using 3 shipping
containers.
According to the project brief: “The project
will employ indigenous textile as a conduit
to understand and celebrate the diversity
of our communities by addressing a
sustainable live/work space for the artist to
live, create, design, and work.”

IT’S A WRAP
If you are anywhere along Kelowna Bus
Route 10 (which runs from downtown to
North Rutland, along Enterprise Way) keep
an eye out for Bus 9326 - which is proudly
wearing a Centre for Arts and Technology
bus wrap!
The new wrap launched last month, and
features our new red brand identity. The
wrap was designed by marketing’s very
own (and very talented) Janell Alm, herself
a CAT alumni!
We snapped some photographs of the CAT
bus out on the streets, doing its thing.
“What I particularly like is how well the
design holds up in the muddy weather,” says
Jeremy Sabell, CAT President. “It will look
even better in the summer time! Great stuff
once again Janell.”

The 3D animation
students got a surprise
this term when Lead
Instructor Roland Baron
brought in his 3D printer
for a demonstration.

who makes props, and he
uses a 3D printer to make
molds. Or anyone into
manufacturing, prototyping,
design. It’s also big for cos
players to make props.

“It’s a ‘Creality Ender 3’ 3D
printer - basically it’s like
a glue gun and an ink-jet
printer had a baby,” says
Roland.

For me, it’s a toy with
practical applications. It
allows you to take a design
and turn it into a physical
object to see if the design
works.”

“I got the 3D printer
because I like to design
things and I also like to
build things - working
with my hands. I am into
flight SIMS so I wanted to
convert a joystick into a
proper flight yoke.
As a 3D modeler I use
Fusion 360, which is an
engineering 3D software, to
design, engineer, get all the
parts and specifications,
which I can then send to
digital files and turn it into
whatever I want. I can print
stuff for my car, my phone,
anything I can think of.
I design it, then I print it - as
long as it’s within a certain
size. I can print bigger
things but I have to be more
strategic about it. I have
to figure out how to split
the design for printing and
then join it together to still
maintain the strength and
structure.
It’s great for anyone
who does any kind of
fabrication. I have a friend
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EXPERIENCE

Roland brought his printer
in specifically for the 3D
Modeling class.
“I illustrate Fusion 360 in
class, and challenge the
students to come up with a
design so I can show them
how I build it. Everyone
votes on the designs and
the winner gets their design
built. This term’s winner
is Sadie Pryor - it’s a little
plastic wagon and it will
take about 18 hours to
print.”
Roland’s test print project
was a little plastic dog
figurine, which you can see
to the right.
“Students can create a
character in 3D and then
use the printer to create a
figurine of the character.
One of our students from a
couple of years ago used a
3D printer to make himself
a Storm Trooper’s helmet.”
Photographs by Jaime Panagua.
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Student success

( Free )

SOME EXCELLENT ADVICE
Emily Chow is a marketing
strategist, copy-writing
unicorn, and owner of
marketing agency, Emily
Chow Marketing. Her
mission: To help business
owners reinvent the way
they show up and stand
out online –“because we all
deserve to get seen, loved,
and selling with our ideal
customers”.
Emily is also Digital
Marketing guru to the CAT
marketing team, so for
this issue we asked her
to put her considerable
knowledge, experience
and expertise into creating
some words of wisdom for
our students - especially
those about to graduate.
Over to you Emily!
~
I’m gonna come right now
and say it: I didn’t really
enjoy school.
Now, don’t get me wrong.
I got awesome grades,
landed some sweet
practicums, and took
advantage of my school's
exchange program so that
I studied and traveled for
a year in Australia and the
South Pacific. Amazing,
right?
Because, here’s the thing:
School is so much more
than just…school. It’s a
place to make lifelong
connections, figure out
what you actually like (not
what other people tell you
you should like), and be part
of something greater than
you.
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And, I just knew there was
more to my future than
studying hard and acing
a final exam. So as soon
as school was over (*cue
victory dance*) and I got
my degree, here’s what I
did to plan my next steps in
building a career and a life
that felt RIGHT for me:
1. Get To Work (like, NOW)
I immediately started
looking for a job. Actually,
I started seriously looking
for a job in my field about
a year and half before
graduation because, hey,
I’m a planner like that. Skills
are transferable so even
if you’re not working your
dream job now, don’t sweat
it. Learn all that you can
where you are so that you
have as many useful skills
under your belt. And, keep
pounding the pavement to
figure out what kind of jobs
are out there that you can
see yourself working in that
ALSO make you happy. You
might not land your dream
job right away so manage
your expectations.
2. Take Unpaid Internships
(and keep them short).
Here’s the thing about
internships: You make
no money, but you learn
EVERYTHING. And you’re
going to need every edge
you can get over the
competition, which as you
know, is fierce. Think about
it: You’re learning in a real
life work environment and
being exposed to all the
skills you may or may not
have learned in school, but

are clearly important to the
kind of work you want to
do. This is juicy, valuable
stuff, folks.
Listen, learn, and watch.
Observe office dynamics
and learn how your
colleagues work together to
do great things. It’s not just
about the hard, technical
skills that you do on your
own that make your work
great. It’s also about how
well you get along with
others and whether you’re
liked or not.
3. Network. ASAP.
Start this right now. Go
onto LinkedIn and start
researching the different
companies you want to
work for. See if you know
anyone who works there
by first degree or second
degree association. Then
reach out, introduce
yourself, share your
career goals, and ask for
a 10-minute phone call, an
online meeting, or a face to
face coffee if possible. Join
different associations and
boards of trade too. The
more people you know, the
more doors open.
4. Be OK Where You Are
Realistically, you may not
get a job right away, let
alone your dream job.
That’s cool. So, what can
you do now while you’re
working your way up to
where you want to be? Keep
doing step 3 and keep your
eye on the prize. Accept
where you are. Not doing
exactly what you want right
away is normal, and does

not mean you failed or are
doomed to never work in
a career you love. Rarely is
the game of life linear.
Snuggle into the
imperfection of your
journey and surround
yourself with cheerleaders
and supporters who will
help you stay the course.
Life isn’t just about work.
It’s about figuring out all
the things that bring you
joy and satisfaction. So, do
THAT.
5. Habits and Discipline
(Mmmhmm, yep, I’m going
there)
Look, if you want to do big
things that are bad@ss

and amazing, you’re going
to have to develop the
discipline and good habits
necessary to make that
happen.
Basic disciplinary things
like showing up to work
on time, doing what you
said you were going to do
(#HelloIntegrity), creating a
system for organizing your
workflow – these are all
the little things that will go
a long way in establishing
you as a reliable, organized,
easy-to-work-with person.
And, of course, good habits
like staying up to date on
industry trends and best
practices and keeping

your skills up to par with
ongoing training are all
great everyday habits to
keep going.
Just because you stop
school doesn’t mean the
learning ends. If anything,
it’s the beginning of the
next chapter in your life and
career.
~
Learn more about Emily and
her marketing and business
background here on her
website, Instagram, and
LinkedIn.
emilychowmarketing.com/
IG: @emilychowmarketing
LI: @EmilyChow
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 You're Hired

There is nothing we love more at CAT than seeing our graduates
becoming gainfully employed, getting new contracts, or moving
to new positions!

BECKY BORS

PRABJIT KHUN KHUN

LOGAN NESBITT

ALEX SARIC

Create at Landmark District
Jr Interior Designer

Atelier Collective Design
Interior Designer

Titmouse Inc
Junior Animator

Begrand Fast Design Inc
Jr Interior Designer

Advanced Interior Design + Technology

Advanced Interior Design + Technology

2D Animation and Design

CHARLISE BUYERS

KAYLEE MANDEL

SARAH NICK

Whistler Creative
Junior Graphic Designer

Signs by Jan Inc
Graphic Designer

Urban Theory
Jr Interior Designer

Graphic and Web Design

Graphic and Web Design

Advanced Interior Design + Technology

ELIZABETH CORBETT

CARMEN MARCIL

LOUISA WALLNER

Hiilite
Photographer

KLO Veterinary Hospital
Veterinary Hospital Assistant

Fairfield Animal Hospital and
Central Valley Animal Hospital
Veterinary Hospital Assistant

Professional Photography

Veterinary Hospital Assistant

NIKKI GREEN

MARILEE MASON

South Okanagan Animal Care Centre
Veterinary Hospital Assistant

Westbank Animal Hospital
Lead Surgical Assistant

Veterinary Hospital Assistant

Veterinary Hospital Assistant

KAMRYN GRIERSON

CONNOR MOLDENHAUER

Yeti Farm Creative
Junior Animato

Reel One Entertainment
Grip (Film Contract)

2D Animation and Design

Professional Filmmaking

DAVID (FALISHA) KOHN

CAMERON MORRISON

Yeti Farm Creative
Junior Animator

Reel One Entertainment
Grip (Film Contract)

2D Animation and Design
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Professional Filmmaking

Veterinary Hospital Assistant

ZOE MACPHERSON
2D Animation and Design

Titmouse Inc
Junior Animator

MADELINE REISDORF
Veterinary Hospital Assistant

Mission Creek Animal Hospital
Veterinary Hospital Assistant

CASSIDY STOBER

Advanced Interior Design + Technology

Begrand Fast Design Inc
Interior Designer

Advanced Interior Design + Technology

JANICE TOM

Network Administration/Network Security
Specialist

First Nation Education Steering
Committee
Information & Communication Technology
Support Assistant - Okanagan/Kootenay
Region

CHRISTINA TURENNE

Advanced Interior Design + Technology

Sticks and Stones Design Group Inc
Junior Interior Designer

SYDNEY WEBB

Graphic and Web Design

Sunshine Graphics
Junior Graphic Designer

SYDNI WILEY

2D Animation and Design

Bardel Entertainment Inc
Build Artist
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Sukhmani Purewal
is creating a great
career for herself
in Vancouver,
including starting
the INFUSION-YA
Book Festival

In 2017, I heard about
the “North Texas Teen
Book Festival” and it just
blew me away. A book
festival for one of the most
growing diverse genres in
literature, in TEXAS? It just
so happened around this
time we were also starting
classes about sponsorship
and more at CAT and were
given the opportunity
to basically carry one
idea across classes and
continue to build on it more
if we wanted to. So I did.
I was like if these
conservative cities/states
can do this why not us in
Canada. And INFUSION YA
Book Festival was born.
iF: What was the biggest
challenge of getting a new
festival like this up and
running?

BUILDING A BUZZ
Sukhmani Purewal was
a 2017 graduate of CAT’s
Event and Promotions
Management course. In
this issue, we talk to her
about her journey since
graduating, and some of
the great events she’s been
planning, all while having a
great deal of fun.
iF: You have had an
interesting journey since
graduation, tell us a little
about what you have been
up to.
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SP: Yeah, it has been
interesting, hey? Hahaha.
Right after graduation I was
kind of in that ‘graduated
from post-secondary, now
what?’ limbo and within that
time, (in-between interviews
for jobs, and more)I
developed INFUSION YA
Book Festival and began to
build the foundations of the
festival.
iF: Tell us about InfusionYa book Festival. How
did you come up with the
idea?

SP: In late 2016, just as I
was starting the CAT Events
+ Promotions Management
program, I heard about this
festival, “YALLFest”. It’s a
literary event that promotes
Young Adult Literature;
and it takes place in a
fairly conservative part of
the States, so I was pretty
shocked to hear about it. I
was pulled in immediately
and was like “oh someone
will do this one day in
Vancouver”; and left it at
that.

SP: I think the biggest
challenge has been really
with sponsorships +
publicity. The arts scene in
BC (and even nation-wide)
is severely underfunded.
Many organizations which
commit to funding the arts
typically only stick to the
more well-known ones like
music, films and tv; and
even these are underfunded
as is.
And we noticed when it
comes to literary events
if an organization is also
already working with
another literary festival/
event of some kind they
typically will not do another.
So that’s been a really
big challenge we’ve been
working on overcoming.
iF: What was the most
satisfying thing?

SP: This is a GREAT
question! The most
satisfying thing has
been just meeting all the
amazing folks across
Turtle Island and beyond
now over the years. We’ve
made some incredible
connections with just the
most beautiful souls and at
the end of every year that’s
what we’re most proud of!
In fact, two authors whom
we’ve had join the festival
as guests in the past two
years let us know they
connected because of the
festival and are now best
friends. I mean it doesn’t
get better than that.
iF: Since graduating, how
have you seen the event
industry change, and
how has it impacted your
approach?
SP: Since graduating
the events industry has
significantly changed,
thanks in major part to
COVID and other world
events. It went from being
95% of the time in-person to
going remote with a snap of
my fingers and honestly I’ve
loved this.
Accessibility to events
is something that was a
consideration but only to
the very bare minimum (like
is there an elevator and
that’s it).
When events switched to
on-line mainly it was as if a
door was opened up. One
which disabled/historically
excluded folks had been
banging on for decades.
So that has been great to
see, but as we still ride out
this pandemic and more

it has made me question
why folks continue to go
back to the status quo and
once again leave out these
accessibility considerations.
iF: What is it about
Events Planning that you
especially love? What
made you decide to
become one, and what
keeps you doing the job?
SP: Now this is no joke, a
true story. When I was 10
years old we were watching
‘Wheel of Fortune’ and the
phrase they were guessing
was “Event Planner”.
I asked my mom what
this was and boom, I was
hooked. I was always the
organizer in the family and
thought ‘well why not go
for it?’.
Now I mainly do team
events with the organization
I currently work with and
it is SO fun! My favorite
part about event planning
is all the cool people and
organizations I get to work
with!
iF: Talk to us a bit about
the things you are working
on now. How are you
moving your career
forward?
SP: Right now I am currently
working on INFUSION
Year 4 with the team, so
that’s super exciting! I am
also hoping to start some
events this coming summer
for Small Biz Buzz, a new
chapter in our journey!
Small Biz Buzz was
founded by myself as
an online community to
promote and support
small businesses across
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Turtle Island, but mainly
focused on businesses and
content creation by folks
who have been historically
excluded (Indigenous,
Black, Disabled, POC folks,
and more).
I have always been a
strong supporter of small
businesses and typically
do a majority of my gift
shopping, and more from
them; so when COVID
hit I knew I had to do
something.
So in January 2021, Small
Biz Buzz was born. We
typically use Instagram/
Facebook as our main
avenues and have really
built a strong community
over the past year.
While I haven’t been posting

“

Now this is easier said
than done of course, but
remember you are allowed
to take two (or however
long) minutes to breathe
and process and then go
from there.
Now when it comes to
bringing something to
the job? Enthusiasm.
Enthusiasm for what you
are working on. If you’re
not feeling it, and this is not
something that you must
do (for financial reasons,
etc.) and you are in the
position where you can do
this, say no.

what our instructor (Dale
Allen Berg) gave us. And
that was his knowledge
and sharing his decade + of
experience with us. It has
been invaluable.
iF: What top tips would
you have for aspiring
events planners?
SP: Have fun while you
plan. It is easy to get
caught up in the financials,
logistics, and more which
is why it is important to
balance that by going out
with the team, enjoying the
process, etc.
Don’t stress about the
numbers. I’ve had a
few events (ticketed/
registration) where
registration was glorious;
and I’ve also had a few

In an event there are fifty things that can go wrong at any one
time. During those moments it’s important to keep as cool,
calm, collected as possible. Take two minutes to breathe
and process, and then go from there.

often lately, this summer
we’re hoping to roll out
some plans that have long
been on the burner so super
stoked for that. (For more
information on this you can
find us @smallbizbuzz2021
online! )
iF: What do you think
the most important
characteristics of a
successful Events Planner
would be? What does
someone need to bring to
the job?
SP: I think the most
important thing when it
comes to successful events
planning is acknowledging
that not everything will go
off without a hitch. In an
event there are 50 things
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that can happen and go
wrong at any one time.
During those moments it’s
important to keep as cool,
calm, collected as possible.

If you are not connecting
with the project then it may
be better to hand it off to
someone who is the right
fit and move on to a project
that does fulfill you.
iF: How did CAT help you
to become successful in
your chosen field?
SP: I learned a lot about
myself while attending
CAT. A lot of the lessons
learned during classes such
as Event Planning, Digital
Marketing, and Festivals
were things that I was also
able to translate into other
facets of my life.
One of the most helpful
classes was Event Planning
(of course), and not just for
what it taught us, but for

”

events where registration
was not so glorious. At
the end of the day while
numbers may or may not
be where you wanted them
to be you need to fully
acknowledge that you just
threw an event. Which is
MAJOR!
ENJOY THE EVENT!
Yes, you are the planner/
working it in some capacity,
but make sure you’re
also taking the time to
appreciate and enjoy the
work you put into it!
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Photography grad Jeremie Drainville is
back with the 2022 version of his ‘Men in
Tubs’ calendar.

M en

CALENDAR GIRLS
One of our favorite grads has been busy
doing one of his favorite things - Jeremie
Drainville (who also goes by ‘Jeremie
Jalepeno’) has been busy creating a new
2022 calendar featuring ‘Men in Tubs’.
This is Jeremie’s third calendar featuring
his own photography, and it has been
making quite a splash in his home of the
Kootenays - he has recently had not one
but two articles in The Nelson Daily.
The first is a news item about the new
2022 calendar and the second is a
longer, more in depth feature about
Jeremie himself. (You can find them at
thenelsondaily.com - Mar 20, 2022)
Jeremie grew up in Quebec and has
lived in Nelson on and off for 11 years.
He graduated from CAT’s Photography
program in 2017 and has been working
as a catski photographer at Keefer Lake
Lodge in Cherryville, south of Vernon.
His concept for the calendar first
developed while still at the college.
“A friend of mine sent me a photo of him
in a tub, and I decided I wanted to create a
calendar of dudes in tubs,” says Jeremie.
The idea behind the calendar was
to encourage men to be more open

and vulnerable with their feelings and
experiences.
The project is a creative labour of love.
Jeremie takes all the photos, lays out
the calendar and does all the distribution
and marketing himself. One of the perks
of making the calendar is ‘meeting and
connecting with many different people’.
The distribution of the calendar is going
well.
“I’m selling it all over BC, and also online.
Last year I sold 1800 copies.” says
Drainville.
Jeremie donates 20% of the calendars
proceeds to mental health support
organizations.
“I donate to the ManKind Project. It’s an
international organization that helps men
learn how to connect with emotion and
how to process and heal past trauma with
trained facilitators. It’s been helping me a
lot over the years.”
Buy ‘Men in Tubs’: menintubscalendar.com
Read more about Jeremie and the ‘Men in
Tubs’ project:
thenelsondaily.com/news/men-tubs-times-three
thenelsondaily.com/dose/local-calendar-somuch-more-men-tubs
Photographs by Jeremie Drainville

INFUSION-YA Book Festival
is scheduled for November
26th, 2022. Check out
infusionyabookfest.ca for all
the latest details.
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Katie Klein is a 2018 graduate of the
3D Animation program. Katie is what I
define as a true trooper and someone
with a passion to succeed. The road
wasn’t always easy for Katie, but she has
now found her niche and is experiencing
success in a role she never thought she’d
enjoy or even pursue. Congrats Katie and
all the best in your future endeavours!
What shows and studios have you been a
part of and what was your role?

THE SUCCESS
FORMULA

Hard work and perseverance were the key ingredients
behind Animation graduate Katie Klein’s successful
career. She talks to Sean Ridgway (Animation
Department Head) about her journey.

Right now, I’m at Yeti Farm and started
here in 2019 as a 2D animator. After the
2D Harmony bootcamp CAT offered, I was
hired to animate on ‘Pete the Cat’ and then
animated on a pilot episode called ‘Alpha
Betas’.
Work dried up for a bit at Yeti, so I was
hired at Oasis Animation, who are based
in Montreal to work on the last season of
‘F is for Family’ for Netflix. I had a chance
to come back to Yeti and I’m currently
animating on a show called ‘Summer
Memories’ and it’s going to be on the
Family Channel.
Describe, growing up, what the influences
were that led you follow this career path?
I think it’s been forever as my family is a
very Disney family. We would watch the
animated films on tape until they practically
broke. Also, movies like Star Wars and
Jurassic Park - seeing the mix of practical
and CG effects - influenced my decision.
My initial plan in coming to CAT was to
focus more on VFX. Now I tend to watch
more sitcoms and take inspiration from
the comedy writing which is something I’m
really interested in now.
I first heard about CAT animation when
I was in grade 9. A recruiter came to my
school in Regina and did a presentation in
my art class. I was confused why someone

would come all this way from Kelowna to
talk about making cartoons.
When you’re a kid in the prairies, you don’t
really think that’s a job. You think of Disney
in LA, not Vancouver or Kelowna.
So, I thought that would be interesting. I was
14 at the time and took some computer and
FX classes in high school and decided to
apply to CAT. I’ve known since I was 14 that
I was going to CAT. It was the only school I
applied to, and I was still just a baby at the
age of 17.
What were some of the personal
challenges you faced while attending the
3D CAT animation program and how did
you overcome any of them?
Definitely moving when I was 17 was a
challenge. I was trying to learn at CAT and
at the same time learning to be an adult.
Putting a roof over my head, having a job,
putting food on the table all while attending
long days at school was a very tough.
Secondly, failing a course early on in the
program was hard on me, but I definitely
learned from it. My initiative to ask for help
earlier definitely improved. I understand
why that happened, and I believe everything
happens for a reason.
I needed to fail that course to learn a lesson
and perhaps I wouldn’t have been in line for
the opportunities CAT presented us with in
respects to lighting and composition and
the 2D bootcamp. I was initially down, but
I picked myself back up after that fail and
took advantage of all the tutoring we offered
and support systems.
Thirdly, I came in with the mindset of
learning VFX, which wasn’t a huge focus
of the animation program, then I focused
on lighting and composition, and finally
2D. These were all unexpected hurdles and
challenges. But look how it all turned out!

Above: Katie Klein. Below: Image from Aplha Betas
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What’s your recollection of attending
the 2D animation workshop and the
experience you took from that?
I remember Randal Typusiak emailing me
‘Hey, I know you don’t care for animating,
but there’s this cool opportunity and it could
help get your foot in the door’. I wasn’t
getting much industry traction with my
lighting and composition reel so I thought if
this could lead to other things then so be it.
Logan, an animator from Yeti, who’s still
here, came in to deliver it. It was really
hard at first, learning a new software
and basically getting familiar again with
animating, in only six weeks! It wasn’t a lot
of time to really soak up everything. I didn’t
really hit my stride and get into a rhythm
until months on the job at Yeti. But I stuck
with it and here I am.
Did you find immediate success in your
first studio job?
It was hard. Again, coming in with minimal
training and experience as an animator,
the learning curve was steep. But Yeti is
super supportive of young artists. I had
a mentor at the studio who picked me up
and showed me the ropes. That was really
helpful. A
Also, going on the re-takes team at Yeti,
really helped my confidence. You get to see
what all the other animators are doing in
their shots, and you can pick up valuable
tips that way. I’m now in a position where
I can help younger artists and I’m the
one that can be relied upon to handle the
workload and perform at a high level.
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What do you feel has led to your success
and the drive to succeed?
Well, I think taking a longer road at CAT
to finish the animation program helped,
although at times it seemed like forever.
Being a student is hard and it can be a
bumpy road. I’m a testament that if you
fail, you can still succeed. Don’t be afraid
of asking for help and take advantage of
opportunities even if they don’t necessarily
align with current goals. I’d love to pass that
message along to other students.
What do you like most about this type of
job and career?
Now that I’ve been doing this a while, I
understand why people love animating.
When I was at CAT, I didn’t really understand
the fascination with how characters moved
and such. It just didn’t grab me at the
time. But now I see the beauty in it. When I
produce nice, fluid movement in a character
and it looks super polished. When you’re
inspired by other people’s animation, you
just want to do that. It’s great having an
idea in my head and being able to execute
that on screen.
What are your more long-term goals?
I’d like to stay at Yeti and direct one day.
To do that, I want to learn more about the
production pipeline to better round my
skill sets. I have a couple of shows in my
head that I’d love to work on someday. As
I mentioned, comedy writing is something
I’m working at, maybe even doing stand-up.
Definitely directing though is the top goal.

APRIL 2022 | GRADUATES
* Audio Engineering & Production
* Digital Music Production
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* Network Security Specialist

By Sean Ridgway
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Audio
Audio Engineering & Production
THOMAS ASSAD

DAMIAN GAMBLE

JORDAN RENNING

23 | Calgary, AB

24 | Vernon, BC

23 | Kelowna, BC

I plan to work in live sound
and make my own tracks.

I plan to get a job remotely
for video game audio;
however, financially I may
be required to get a nonaudio job first.

My plans after school
would be to pursue live
sound or studio work in
Kelowna or Vancouver.

Potential plans are to move
to Vancouver later this
year. Eventual plans are to
work in larger video game
studios working in audio,
making soundscapes and
designing SFX.

KYLE SCHULZ

CHARLES BENWELL
19 | Kelowna, BC
I plan to be a PostProduction Audio Engineer.

AYDEN COOK
22 | Calgary, AB
I’m joining an alumni to
work in location audio,
live sound and other
music adventures. Mutual
incomes is the best
outcome!

DANIEL EIDE
26 | Kelowna, BC
After grad I plan to work
full time and work on my
portfolio.

CURTIS GAMMON
23 | Cochrane, AB
I am planning to work as
a post-production audio
sound designer.

19 | Calgary, AB
I plan to be mixing and
making music, potentially
for video games.

CHENG-JIN (DANIEL) TU
20 | Calgary, AB
After graduation, I will be
going back to Calgary and
try to land an internship
or job offer for post
production.

EILEEN PURNELL
27 | Lacombe, AB

ALEC WILKINSON

I am going to work in Post
Production for film.

26 | Calgary, AB
Plan to try and get a job
with live sound or being a
studio engineer.

Digital Music Production

GRADUATES
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KALEN ANDERSON

OAKLEY HARTGES

JOSHUA MELVIN

30 | Teulon, MB

25 | Calgary, AB

25 | Edmonton, AB

Plans After School: Work
in studios/ live sound
engineer.

Plans After School: Make
music.

Plans After School: Passion
projects & studio building.
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Christopher Cornish

Ethan Daoust

CHRISTOPHER
CORNISH

ALEXANDER
DELISLE

RILEY
GABOURY

BROOKE
HOGLIN

on his skis and chasing
adventure in the wilderness.

Chris Cornish has a strong
passion for movies and
considered filmmaking
to be a lifestyle option;
thus he decided to study
filmmaking at the Centre
for Arts and Technology
to learn film techniques.
After graduation, he will
practice more camera
and editing techniques,
finish up a documentary,
continue to study, and find
a reasonable film job.

Alex Delisle grew up in
Vaudreuil-Dorion QC. At
a young age he showed
interest in music and
filmmaking. He moved
to Kelowna where he’s
helped direct, produce,
and write many successful
projects, including a 48hour project that won the
People’s Choice award in
OSIF’s 2021 Horrorfest
competition.

Riley Gaboury grew up in
northern British Columbia
where he fell in love with
movies. He made the move
to Kelowna to study film
where he developed skills
in writing, directing, and
producing. Throughout his
program, he quickly learned
that there is nothing that
he would rather be doing
with his life than making
movies.

JESSICA
LOWE

JACOB
FROESE

KORBAN
HAMAR

Despite continuously
conceiving ideas and
writing notes for films,
Jacob Froese went to
school for business and
chemistry before finally
realizing his passion
for film was achievable.
Jacob’s goal is to pursue
a career as a DOP and/or
Director.

Korban Hamar grew up
just west of Edmonton,
Alberta in a small farming
town called Entwistle. After
spending two years at the
U of A, he decided university
just wasn’t for him. It was
after a conversation with
his dad who told him to
chase what he wanted to
do that he decided to move
to Kelowna and go to film
school.

Brooke Hoglin has been
intrigued with writing since
she was in high school.
Since then she has written
three novels to hone her
writing skills. As the words
continued, she imagined
them in picture form. Film
was the next step to see
her stories take visual
form. This encouraged
her to enroll in the Centre
for Arts and Technology,
finding new passion in
cinematography and
discovering new ways of
storytelling.

ETHAN
DAOUST
Ethan Dauost chose film as
a career because it gives
him an outlet in which to
tell those stories. Film has
been Ethan’s passion since
high school and his goal is
to continue making short
films and documentaries
while working on larger film
sets as part of the crew.

Alexander Delisle

Jacob Froese
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Riley Gaboury

Korban Hamar

Brooke Hoglin

IVAN A.
KULAS
Ivan Kulas is a young
and upcoming Producer/
Director. He enjoys telling
a story, building a crew,
and organizing assets for
production. When not on
set, Ivan enjoys action
sports, photography and
pushing his boundaries

Ivan A. Kulas

Jessica Lowe first thought
of getting into a creative
industry when she received
her first iPhone in grade 6
and became familiar with
editing apps. Once she
got a hold of a laptop, she
knew editing was her forte
and that she was going
to pursue it as a full time
career.

BRANSEN
MACDONALD
Born in Alberta, Bransen
MacDonald’s interest in
film brought him to the
Okanagan to study at
the Centre for Arts and
Technology. Bransen has
decided to pursue a career
in location audio while
making short films in the
horror genre.		
(Photo on following page.)

Jessica Lowe

25

Network Security
specialist

Bransen MacDonald

“When given
an opportunity,
deliver excellence
and never quit.”
Robert Rodriguez
(Filmmaker)

Connor Moldenhauer

CONNOR
MOLDENHAUER

KEGAN
RIMMER

Having always had a
passion for filmmaking,
Connor Moldenhauer
decided to pursue film as
a career. Since joining the
Professional Filmmaking
course, Connor has written,
directed, and been the
DOP on plenty of short
films and documentaries.
Along with experience on
a professional film set,
Connor is prepared and
eager to enter into the film
industry.

With a creative eye and
a passion for film, Kegan
Rimmer decided to focus
on a career behind the
camera. Kegan has proven
his strength as a camera
operator and has worked
on many short films and
projects during school. He
is interested in both film
and documentary and is
ready to begin working
towards DOP.

CAMERON
MORRISON
Cameron Morrison has
wanted to be a director
since he was a little boy,
playing hookie from
kindergarten to see ‘Indiana
Jones: Kingdom of the
Crystal Skull’ with his dad.
He has since completed
the Digital Filmmaking
Course at Centre for
Arts and Technology and
worked on various short
films and a feature film set.

JACK
YULE-SMITH
Jack Yule-Smith was
inspired to get into film
after watching ‘Revenant’
and being impressed by
the beauty of the film. In
college, Jack realized that
he had a love for cameras,
shooting, composing
sharp, unique images.
While keen to work on
film sets, Jack also plans
on building his corporate
production company, Black
Peak Films.
Photographs by Ira Aikman.

DUSTIN HARTRIDGE

JANICE TOM

41 | Quesnel, BC
Why NAS/NSS?

53 | Merritt, BC
Why NAS/NSS?

It was time for a pivot
in my life. I had been in
the same career since I
graduated college in 2001.
I was shown the NAS/
NSS program by a family
member and it looked like
a great fit and something
that I could see myself
transitioning to.

To gain confidence and
knowledge in Network
Administration and
Security to achieve a
Diploma.

Dream Job?

IT Superpower?

There are a limited
amount of companies in
my area that offer really
good comprehensive IT
services so I think I would
really like to start my own
IT consulting company
that could help people or
companies start to build an
infrastructure that would
suit their companies needs
or help them to access and
manage cloud services.

Ability to:
*stay awake after 1 hour
or less of sleep;
*leap over mounds of
stress and still submit
assignments;
*be a multitask extremest.

IT Superpower?
I pride myself on being
a calm and level-headed
person who can figure their
way through any problem
that arises. Critical thinking
and problem solving is so
important in this field.

Cameron Morrison

26

Kegan Rimmer

Jack Yule-Smith

Dream Job?
Senior Technology
Manager or IT
Development Manager.

Also Graduating
BIANCA
BRAN-EGUIZABAL
NICHOLAS GOWING
SHANE RYSEN
KEILLOR GEDDES
NICHOLAS GOWING
SHANE RYSEN

GRADUATES
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CREDIT
WHERE
CREDIT’S
DUE.
Best
wishes
the
graduates
the
Best
wishestotoBest
theAPRIL
APRIL 2022
2021
ofof
the
wishes
to thegraduates
APRIL 2021
graduates
of the
Audio
Engineering
andGraphic
Production,
Digital
Music
Production,
Digital
Filmmaking,
Design
and Web
Development,
Digital
Filmmaking,
Graphic
Design
and
Web Development,
Professional
FIlmmaking,
Network
Security
Network
Administration
Specialist,and
Network
Security
Specialist,
Network
Administration
Specialist,
Network
Security Specialist,
Specialist
departments.
and Veterinary
Hospital
Assistant
departments.
and Veterinary Hospital Assistant departments.
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Chris ‘Hollywood’ Holmes
(Department Head of
CAT’s Audio Engineering
& Production) shares the
importance of getting credit
for your projects.

Decades ago, when you worked on an
album or single, your name would appear
in the liner notes that came with a CD,
cassette, or vinyl. I can remember being
young and being more interested in who
recorded an album, than who played on it.
This is where my first influences in
engineering and producing came from.
Seeing names like Bob Rock, Brendan
O’Brien, or Michael Beinhorn on most of
the albums I loved made me realize that
more so than the artists themselves, these
people were a key part to the music.
This practice has followed me my whole
life; I hear an album or song I love, and I
immediately have to find out who helped
create it. Unfortunately, with the near
death of physical media, credits are
becoming harder and harder to find.
If I ask a class full of students who their
favorite engineers or producers are, a
job that they themselves aspire to, very
few can name any influences outside of
producers-turned-artists like Kanye West.
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Images from MUSO.AI

This lack of knowledge about the people
who make the music they love isn’t their
fault, it’s a lack of accessibility. With a
generation that has mostly grown up on
pirating music, youtube, and Spotify, very
few have any concept of who is even
involved in making albums.
This is further compounded by the lack of
respect for audio work in general. Spotify
is lagging heavily in this area, begrudgingly
adding composer/writer credits in 2020
but has yet to add other credits.
Want more proof? Go to YouTube and look
up Michael Buble’s most recent single, “I’ll
Never Not Love You.” The info panel is full
of credits for everyone involved in the song
and video.
The record label is credited, the entire film
crew, including personal assistants and
caterers, and quite literally anyone involved
in it, except for one missing name: Greg
Wells. Greg Wells produced and co-wrote
the song and album; he also engineered
it alongside Joe Chiccarelli and played
almost all the instruments. It’s essentially
a Greg Wells song that Michael Buble is
singing, but Greg’s name is nowhere to be
found. A dozen other audio names should
be included but simply aren’t.
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This leads us to today’s problem: How do
you get credit so that people know you
exist?
Without some visibility online or within
creative communities, your work largely
goes unnoticed, which leads to difficulty
continuing to get work. As I outlined above,
this isn’t easy when working in music.
So what can you do as a small engineer or
producer getting their start?
First, have frank discussions with the
artists you work with, explain how critical
the credits are and show them how to add
them if needed.
Most digital aggregators such as
TuneCore, CDBaby, or the most popular
distrokid have easy ways to add credits to
digital releases. They also offer updates
and fixes at any time.
I tested distrokid and was able to add
credits with ease, and about a week later,
I corrected it. The correction showed up in
less than 48 hours on the platforms that
would display it.
Ask artists to include your social handles
in any posts they make about the album’s
release or single. Ask them to include you
in the Bandcamp/YouTube/ platforms.

Before a single or album is even released,
ask the artists permission to do “teasers”
through your TikTok or Instagram with
small nondescript clips from the album.
You getting credit for your work does
nothing but expand an artist’s reach, as
you will be more incentivized to market it
for your own benefit.
Remember this when working in music:
your next gig often comes from someone
hearing the one you just finished. Your last
project is often the catalyst for the next
one. This only works if someone can look
up a song they like and see your name.
It would help if you had a website to show
off your credits and document all the
projects you’ve worked on.
Simple one-pagers can be built with many
website building sites, and all you need is
a basic Who / What / Where / Credit. Who
was the artist, what did you work on, and
when did it release?
What’s even better is using apps like the
new Muso.ai. Muso uses metadata from
digital aggregators to store, catalogue,
and generate analytics from your credits.
Relatively new, it comes with a monthly
cost; it’s a great way to humblebrag about
what you’ve done and entice people to
work with you. They have easy-to-add

share options for TikTok and Instagram,
which increases the awareness of the app,
and further expands its validity.
The final point to consider when working
on any project is the value of the credit.
While financial stability plays a huge part in
this decision, a credit is far more valuable
than any monetary gain from a project.
I will take pay cuts if I think the credit will
do more for my career than the money. I
will often take jobs on short notice with
high stress for a good credit.
To me, credit is always the highest value
currency I trade in.
I have friends who work as ghost mixers
for labels, and while they may mix
hundreds of songs a year and have a
steady income stream, no one knows they
are doing that work.
When that job dries up, they will have a gap
in their resume that they can’t really fill.
Credit. Is. Everything.
By Chris Holmes		
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 filmmaking

What was your first job out
of college?
The summer location team
for a Kelowna Local Radio
Station.
Tell us about your career
progression since that
first job - what projects
have you worked on and
what have been your roles
on those projects?
I had spent the bulk of
my professional career in
live events, where I was a
Cameraman for around 3
years.
A few big projects I lended
my skills to include:
‘TEDTALK’, 2018/2019;
‘SIGGRAPH’, 2018; ‘Calgary
Stampede’, 2019; and ‘The
Nature of Things with David
Suzuki’.
In the twilight of live
events, I was even a
Technical Director/Camera
Switcher for the 2020 ‘BLM
Protests’ in downtown
Vancouver. I then reached
a professional hinge point,
and entered the Film
Industry proper.

SUPERHERO
With credits on almost all The CW Network’s ‘DC Superhero’
projects, ‘Yellow Jackets’ and (most recently) ‘The
Peacemaker’, 2013 Professional Filmmaking graduate
Jordan Marlin is creating a great career for himself.
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Since then I have worked
on nearly all of The CW
Network's ‘DC Superhero’
sets, ‘Yellowjackets’, ‘The
Peacemaker’, and a few
Netflix titles dropping next
year. (‘Fall of House of
Usher‘/’Quantum Leap’)
Where are you working
now?
Scarab Digital - a creative
studio in Vancouver
providing content creation

and post-production
services to the film and
television industry
Tell us a little about what
a typical day looks like
for you in your present
position?
Typical days simply do
not exist for me. Some
days see me to set,
other days I am in the
office coordinating for a
production or doing R&D
on new camera systems or
technology.
What is the best thing, and
the hardest thing about
your present position?
The demand for brain
bandwidth is substantial
and unforgiving. Some
days you feel like you're
pulled in all directions,
and it can become
overwhelming if you don't
take a moment to dip
beneath the clouds to
re-orient.
What made you chose the
CAT Filmmaking program?
Some erstwhile CAT
representative came to
my little high school in
Saskatchewan and spoke
of a great industry where
the stars shine and artistic
professionals work in
collaboration.
Shortly thereafter, my
father and I came out to a
little city named Kelowna,
nestled away in the
mountains.

After that, the decision was
pretty easy for me.
What things did you learn
at CAT that have been
helpful to you?
CAT gave me a tiny,
telescopic view of what I
could be if I applied myself.
Sure, I learned an
introduction to say, After
Effects, and the keystrokes
still ring true to this day. I
learned how to do a crash
focus and what a subject
looks like in a long or short
lens. But that's not what's
stuck the most.
To put it simply, CATO gave
me the tools, the company,
and the industry contacts
to excel. To try to number
everything would waste
your time, dear reader.
What advice would you
have for our current
Filmmaking students?
Well, if they are actively
engaged in reading this
article? I hope you are
putting your feet up after a
long day at the Sutherland
studio. Or catching an
article while your Premiere
is rendering. This is your
time to create and make
and forge and iterate and
fail and succeed and mold
yourself.
Get the pictures you see in
your head at night onto that
screen. You have a story,
I’m sure. Go tell it.

I fell in love with the
surrounding country, then
the campus. In that order.
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*CUBISM

 graphic + Web design

RECOV
ERED

Use of simple
geometric shapes,
interlocking planes,
and, later, collage.

*CON
STRUCT
AVISM

Abstract and
austere, rejecting
decorative
stylization in favor
of the industrial
assemblage of
materials.

*FAUVISM

Vivid colors, free
treatment of form,
and a resulting
vibrant and
decorative effect.

*MODER
NISM

Rejection of history
and conservative
values ( realistic
depiction of
subjects); innovation
and experimentation
with form (shapes,
colours and
lines). Tendency
to abstraction;
and an emphasis
on materials,
techniques and
processes.

Nick Lizdek | Fauvism
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Kirsten Stanek | Fauvism

Javon Delorme | Constructivism

Shayne Weiss | Cubism

*SUPREMA
TISME
Abstract art
based upon “the
supremacy of pure
artistic feeling”
rather than on visual
depiction of objects.
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Old albums get new
cover art, thank to
GWD’s ‘DAMM’ class

euphoria
euphoria

Kelly Clancy | Modernist Artist ‘Proun’ (El Lissitzky)

They say that imitation is a
form of flattery; it can also
be an effective learning
tool. For this terms ‘Digital
Applications of Design
Movements’ (DAAM 2010),
the Q2 Graphic and Web
Design students explored

a variety of well known
artistic movements,
applying style concepts
to a number of projects,
including redesigning
album covers from well
known artists.

Kalene Gulbranson | Suprematisme

Styles explored included
Cubism, Constructivism,
Fauvism, Modernism;
and Suprematisme. One
student even looked
specifically at the work of
El Lissitsky, a Modernist
arts known as ‘Proun’.
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 interior design

Clockwise
From Top: Desk
designs and drawings,
Delane White; materials,
Alexis Davis; desk side view,
Jessica McMath; Desk, Alexis
Davis; desk front view, Jessica
McMath; desk, Daria Gunt.

RECEPTION

When you run a Design School, the least
you can hope for is a little free design
advice from time to time - and that’s
exactly what CAT got this term, thanks to
our wonderful Interior Design program.
This term, the Theory of Interior Design
6310 (TID 6310) course set students the
task of redesigning CAT’s reception area.

“We have done this project four times
previously. It gives the students an
opportunity to interview a user and
design to their needs and specifications,”
says Jennifer Yeo, Department Head of
Advanced Interior Design and Technology.
“For this project, students must interview
the user, do a site audit, analyze a space
to see where the key traffic areas are, and
then they propose a solution that they
feel is better suited to both the user and
user groups, and try and solve any of the
problems that have been identified.
Things they have to think about are visibility,
image and branding, functionality, and
acoustics.”
“I really liked talking to Stacy and learning
about what would make her tasks easier
and her more comfortable,” says Kirsten
Blow, AIDT student.
“The most challenging part of the project
was taking into consideration the variety
of users who will be using and interacting
with the space from day to day. I learned
how important the reception desk is in
representing the image of the school.”

AIDT’s Q6 students applied
their (considerable) design
skills a little closer to home
this term - the CAT reception
area, to be specific!
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“I appreciated having to interact with
someone in real life to gather insight, just
like a real client,” says Leia Finbow, AIDT
student.
“It was also cool to learn more about
the school and the image it portrays to
outsiders, and understanding how to use
that knowledge to guide the project.”

Of course, the ongoing Covid landscape
also played a part in the design process.

“One of the unique things about this
particular session is that they also had to
address health and wellness - due to covid
- and the solutions had to be appropriate
for both temporary and permanent
installations,” explains Jennifer.
“It was challenging to address the COVID-19
protocols to maintain the aesthetics and the
new CAT brand and reception desk design,”
agrees Delane White AIDT student.
“Some of the really interesting things about
this year’s project were the materialities that
were chosen by students,” discloses Yeo.
“Things like materials, context, sustainability
and clean-ability for health and wellness all
came into play.
Ergonomics were also important because
they address the interaction between the
physical desk and the user groups - the
receptionist and the people visiting.
Students also needed to look at the
human body in relationship to space and
the functional use of the desk itself. For
example, they had to think about things like
wheelchair accessibility.
Acoustics is another major design factor how to mitigate sound transfer in a space
that is very ‘live’, and also from the amount
of activity in the vicinity.”
“The most challenging part of this project
was blending function with aesthetics,” says
Delane. “Stacey had specific requirements
for the space and it was challenging to make
them look pleasing, clean and organized to
clients and students.”
“There is a range of design possibilities to
solve one problem,” adds Leia, “there is no
right or wrong, as long as the requirements
have been met first.
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( Cyb er)

 Network administration | network security

STAYING SAFE IN 2022
Forbes magazine recently published a
story pinpointing the top cyber-security
threats to be on the lookout for in the
coming year.
The article, written by Bernard Marr, takes
its picks from a free ebook highlighting the
50 top security threats of 2022, published
by American software company Splunk
Inc. Splunk is on the Fortune 1000 list, and
its client list includes 92 companies on the
Fortune 100 list.
Here are the Top Ten things we are advised
to be on the lookout for - some you have
likely heard of before, and some that are
just a whole new level of sneaky.
1. Credential Reuse Attack
In a credential reuse attack, the attacker
is able to obtain valid credentials for
one system and then tries to use the
same credentials to compromise other
accounts/systems.
2. Insider threat
An insider threat is a security risk that
originates within the targeted organization.
It typically involves a current or former
employee or business associate who
has access to sensitive information
or privileged accounts within an
organization’s network and who misuses
this access.
3. Man-in-the-middle attack
In cryptography and computer security,
a man-in-the-middle (also known as
monster-in-the-middle, machine-in-themiddle, monkey-in-the-middle, meddler-inthe-middle (MITM) or person-in-the-middle
(PITM)) attack is a cyber-attack where
the attacker secretly relays and possibly
alters the communications between two
parties who believe that they are directly
communicating with each other, as the
attacker has inserted themselves between
the two parties.
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The biggest challenge of the network security industry is that is everchanging, with new threats constantly surfacing and evolving, something
CAT’s Network Security instructors and students are all too aware of.

4. Phishing

7. Spyware

Phishing is a type of social engineering
where an attacker sends a fraudulent
message designed to trick a person
into revealing sensitive information
to the attacker or to deploy malicious
software on the victim’s infrastructure like
ransomware.

Spyware (spying software) is software with
malicious behaviour that aims to gather
information about a person or organization
and send it to another entity that harms
the user, for example, by violating their
privacy or endangering their device’s
security.

Phishing attacks have become increasingly
sophisticated and often transparently
mirror the site being targeted, allowing the
attacker to observe everything while the
victim is navigating the site, and transverse
any additional security boundaries with the
victim.

This behaviour may be present in malware
as well as in legitimate software. Websites
may engage in spyware behaviours like
web tracking. Hardware devices may also
be affected.

As of 2020, phishing is by far the
most common attack performed by
cybercriminals, with the FBI’s Internet
Crime Complaint Centre recording over
twice as phishing incidents than any other
type of computer crime
“Just because phishing has been around
for a long time doesn’t make it any less
malicious,” says Forbes writer Bernard
Marr.
6. Watering Hole Attack
This is a computer attack strategy in which
an attacker guesses or observes which
websites an organization often uses and
infects one or more of them with malware.
Eventually, some members of the targeted
group will become infected.
Hacks looking for specific information
and may only attack users from specific
IP addresses. This also makes the hacks
harder to detect and research.
“Watering hole attacks are successful
because cybercriminals bank on the
likelihood that visitors will come to popular
sites — like a majestic herd of Thomson’s
gazelles clustered around a watering hole.
And they’re often right,” says Marr.

Spyware is frequently associated with
advertising and involves many of the same
issues because these behaviours are so
common and can have non-harmful uses,
providing a precise definition of spyware.
8. Social Engineering Attack
“While it sounds like the skill a good host
relies on when planning a dinner party,
social engineering is actually the term used
for a broad range of malicious activities
accomplished through psychological
manipulation to trick users into making
security mistakes or giving away sensitive
information.” explains Marr, in his article.
An example of social engineering is using
the ‘forgot password’ function on most
websites that require login. An improperlysecured password-recovery system can
be used to grant a malicious attacker
full access to a user’s account, while
the original user will lose access to the
account.
9. DDoS Attack
According to cloudware.com, a distributed
denial-of-service (DDoS) attack “is a
malicious attempt to disrupt the normal
traffic of a targeted server, service or
network by overwhelming the target or its
surrounding infrastructure with a flood of
Internet traffic.”

Think of it as an unexpected traffic jam
clogging up the highway, preventing
regular traffic from arriving at its
destination.
10. Cloud Crypto Mining
“Cloud crypto mining is a method for
using your organization’s computers to
make money — but not for you, obviously,”
explains Marr.
“In 2018, Tesla fell victim to a cloud
crypto mining attack when hackers took
advantage of an insecure Kubernetes
console, stealing computer processing
power from Tesla’s cloud environment to
mine cryptocurrencies.”
The threat is so natural that in Feb of
this year, Google Cloud unveiled Virtual
Machine Threat Detection (VMTD), which
will detect any malware that mines
cryptocurrency on a compromised Cloud
account.
“VMTD is a first-to-market detection
capability from a major cloud provider
that provides agentless memory scanning
to help detect threats like crypto-mining
malware inside your virtual machines
running in Google Cloud,” according to a
blog post from Google.
This development came after the
company said that cybercriminals were
hacking Google cloud accounts to mine
cryptocurrency in November.
Cryptocurrency mining requires highpowered computers competing to solve
complex mathematical puzzles in a process
that makes intensive use of computing
power and electricity.
Download Splunk Inc.’s free ebook here:
https://www.splunk.com/en_us/form/top-50security-threats.html
Read the full Forbes article here: https://www.
forbes.com/sites/splunk/2022/03/01/the-topsecurity-threats-of-2022/?sh=24ce38022e5d
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 photography

WHAT A CONCEPT...
For the Contemporary
Photography Awareness
(COPA 2210), ProP
students explore a variety
of styles, from Surrealism
to emulating previous
iconic photographers, each
time developing a strong
underlying concept.
1 | Hannah Bedwell

3

This image was inspired by
Diane Arbus, who’s work was
rooted through the odd, isolated
members of society, their mental
health and her own.

2 & 6 | Azriel Starcic

1

#2 was inspired by Diane Arbus’s
image of a young man in curlers
smoking. Inspired by Surrealism,
my aim for #6 was to incorporate
my more creative style of
photography fashion.

2

3 | Jen Hewlett

6

Cross my heart and hope to die,
stick a needle in my eye. We’ve all
heard this, but where did it come
from? Apparently, back in the
day they would do this to ensure
people weren’t being buried alive.

4 | Hannah Merchant
I wanted to recreate a photo
by Jacques-Andres Boifford. I
changed a few things to add my
own twist, and wanted the color
of the lipstick to come through.

5 | Kylie Sharman

4
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5

7

This photo was created with
inspiration from Diane Arbus
because back when she lived it
wasn’t yet considered okay to
be fluid with your gender and it
wasn’t okay to be anything but
what was considered normal.
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" There is nothing

worse than a brilliant
image of a fuzzy
concept."
			

Ansel Adams

7 | Kelsey Schultz
I wanted to make it appear as if there’s
something mystical hiding, and is forming
its way from behind the mirror. I want
people to feel the surrealism and eerieness
and wonder what will happen.

8

8 | Hannah Merchant

11

My inspiration came from Marina
Abramovic. I was inspired by her willingness
to play. In doing some research, I came
across a photo of Marina and a candlestick.
And I thought, what a beautiful thing to “play
with fire”.

9 | Jennifer Hewlett
This image was inspired by Man Ray, a
master of surrealism. In particular, I find his
depth of focus and interest on the eyes to
be very intriguing, which is evident here.

10 | I sabella Contreras
Embracing surrealism, the images captured
blend together two contradictory items - the
beauty of nature and elegance of antique
machines.

9

11 | Azriel Starcic
Every time I clean the dishes I think about
hopping in the sink along with the dirty
plates and pans. It’s not so much about the
action but, the experience. I chose to have a
blank facial expression to display the lack of
passion I have towards tedious tasks.

12 | Kylie Sharman
Inspired by surrealism, this photo was
created with the intention to make people
wonder why there are hands all over this
girl’s face, and why they are white and have
no color.

10
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 Veterinary hospital Assistant

GIVING SANCTUARY
Krista Gerstmar has a really interesting journey since graduating
from CAT’s VHA program in 2020. She talks about her work for
the Turtle Valley Donkey Refuge Society, and her future plans.
“I am from a small farm in
Salmon Arm, BC. Growing
up on a farm, as well
as many extra-circular
activities (the main one
being 4-H), introduced
me to life working with
animals,” says Krista
Gerstmar, graduate of
CAT’s Veterinary Hospital
Assistant program.
“When I was getting close
to graduating high-school,
I began looking into how to
further my knowledge of
(and working with) animals.
Doing my research on
which program and school
was the best choice for me,
the VHA program at CAT
was at the top of my list
overall (ie: more involved,
supportive environment,
closer to home, etc).
When I had graduated from
the VHA course in July
2020, I started at the Turtle
Valley Donkey Refuge in
Chase BC, and spent all of
2021 working there.
The title of my position
there was Herd Health
Manager.”
According to their website,
Turtle Valley’s Mission
is to provide a safe and
permanent home for
neglected, abused or
unwanted donkeys.
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To provide some context,
in the mid to late 1990’s
an increase in demand
for donkeys, particularly
miniature donkeys, resulted
in a significant increase
in the number of breeders
as well as the number of
donkeys being produced.
Donkeys were purchased
in multiples by novice
owners and initially the
breeders, for the most part,
were particular about who
they sold to. They checked
references and sold only to
those whom they believed
would provide good homes
for the donkeys.
As the novelty of owning
a donkey wore off,
breeding continued. Many
overstocked breeders
began to sell to unsuitable
owners who were poorly
prepared to care for their
purchases.
To this day, even with
young donkeys needing
new homes, irresponsible
breeders continue to flood
the market.
Donkeys are generally
purchased or adopted by
well-meaning people who
are generally unaware of
the special requirements
for these desert creatures
and tend to regard them

as horses from a care
perspective, which is not
the case.
They are also often
unaware that they will be
responsible for the health
and safety of their donkey
for up to 50 years.
“My work at the refuge
was quite daunting at first,
as there were over 100
donkeys there at that time,
and many times I struggled
to keep up with the fast
pace (you only have 8 hours
in a day!).
Once I got into a routine,
things became much easier,
and I was able to manage
my time fairly well,” explains
Krista.
As Herd Health Manager,
Krista’s main duties were:
• To do basic care for
each donkey (ie: cleaning
hooves, grooming, health
checks, etc.);
• Maintain cleanliness
of the infirmary and
surrounding areas;
• Initial care for an ailing
donkey (similar to first
aid, but for a Donkey);
• Prevention of spreading
infestation, disease, and
infection for the donkeys
(attention to detail and

quick to notice anything
wrong before said
donkey is introduced into
a herd);
• Written documentation
of all care for each
donkey daily;
• Daily feeding as well as
supplementation for the
donkeys.
“The best part of the job
was watching how one new
arrival (that happened to
be an ailing donkey) slowly
became better over time
under my care.
All of the hard work up to
that point was well worth it,
watching that donkey have
a good quality of life again,”
explains Krista.
“The most challenging part
of the job was the weather.
Unfortunately, we had some
bad weather all of 2021,
and working outdoors
for a majority of my time
there was not easy during
the peaks of summer and
winter.
That being said, everyone
at the refuge worked hard
to make things as safe and
easy as possible, which
helped tremendously.”
What was it particularly
that drew you to working
with large animals?

“Large animals have always
been my ‘go to’, not only
because I grew up on a
farm, but there is still so
much I don’t know even
though I’ve spent my whole
life with them.
I love every animal, small or
big, but the bigger they get,
the more there is to love!“
You have some big, animalfilled plans for the future can you tell us about them?
“Early 2022, my fiancé
and I decided to start
working towards our future
as a family rather than
individuals.
This meant I unfortunately
had to let my position at the
refuge go, however I now
have the time to focus on
our dream.
Currently we are in the
process of purchasing
land to start an Equine and
Wildlife Sanctuary of our
own.
In the meantime, I am still
working on a business
model, working out all of
the issues and planning
for possible road-blocks to
come in the next few years.”

“The best advice I can give
is to start volunteering
around local shelters close
to home. This gives you
experience in the handling,
care and other assets that
you may need going into
this field.
This experience, along with
the knowledge you gained
from the course, will make
a great looking resume,
and help determine where
exactly you want to push
your future career.
The second best advice
is simply to try to retain
as much information as
possible. It is easier said
then done, however the
more sponge-like you can
be, the better. This is a way
to ensure that the animal
you are working with in the
future can have more then
optimal care.
Finally, I also recommend
keeping your head in the
game. It is really easy to
lose focus and just go
about your day mindlessly,
which isn’t a good idea
around any animal. Your
safety is priority!”

What top tips do you have
for current students that
would like to get into a
similar industry?
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we've

been
busy
Total Drama: Jesse Ilg, a 2015 2D Animation grad, is set to release the 1st
Episode for his passion project, ‘Total Drama Oskayi Island’ on January
14th, on YouTube. Jesse has animated for notable studios such as Yeti
Farm Creative, Titmouse and Bardel and worked on shows like Rick and
Morty and Mysticons. He has worked hard on this project for a number of
years, and we are so excited to see it coming to life.
Campaigning: Graphic and Web Design students have been busy in
Design Lab this term creating poster and social media campaigns for
Black History Month and the BC Government’s “... Is Not Yes” initiative.
Posey Posing: Animation students had a very special guest model in their
Life Drawing class. Posey the tuxedo cat came in with Sadie Pryor to help
hone the students’ sketching skills. Thank you Posey and Sadie!!
Office Outing: AIDT Q6 students got off campus this term for a trip to
Total Interiors in support of their Interior Design Studio (IDS 6512) course..
Students received a presentation from Teknion on their office furniture
line, and were able to walk around the showroom. The field trip will help
with the students’ project for the MSA Group.
Visually Speaking: Graphic and Web Design Q4 students were joined
by London, UK-based Graphic Design Robert de Niet as part of their
Magazine Design (MAGD 4011) course. Robert joined students online to
talk about the connection between photography (and photographers!) and
art direction/layout for magazines.
Documentation: The Professional Filmmaking students have been busy
shooting both final short films and also documentary projects. One
documentary by Riley Gaboury and Ethan Daoust examines the deaths of
five women since 2016 in the Silver Creek area, a story which has parallels
to BC’s ‘Highway of Tears’.
Screened: Sutherland building was rocking on Friday, March 18th as
we bid a fond farewell to our graduating Professional Filmmaking
students. At least 60 friends, family and industry professionals spent the
evening viewing, and chatting about, the students’ work. The screening
included the students’ demo reels, short films including dramas, horror,
and poetic monologues, and documentaries. The high caliber of work
was recognized, and attendees from the film industry remarked how
impressed they were by the range and quality of work completed by the
students in their short time at CAT.
Clockwise from Top Left: ‘Total Drama Oskayi Island’ created by Jesse Ilg;
Posey the cat; ‘Is Not Yes’, designed by Shayne Weiss (GWD); ‘Total Interiors’
logo; still from Silver Creek documentary; Professional FIlmmaking’s graduate
screening event; ‘Velour’ cover, designed by Robert de Niet; ‘Teknion’ logo;
‘Black History Month’, designed by Hannah Eyford.
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